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As enterprises and service providers undergo digital transformation in conjunction with IDC's vision of 
the development of IT's 3rd Platform (the integration of core technologies — cloud, mobile, social, 
and data analytics), the nature of how applications and services are deployed and delivered is 
fundamentally changing. This IDC Technology Spotlight focuses on why it is essential to redefine 
what constitutes core network services and the role Infoblox plays in this emerging market. 

Introduction 

In Worldwide Enterprise Networking Infrastructure 2017 Top 10 Predictions, IDC explored emerging 

trends that are materially impacting the network infrastructure market. Among those are trends that 

are changing fundamental assumptions about network infrastructure, such as software-defined 

networking (SDN), open networking, Internet of Things (IoT), and the increasing uptake in cloud 

services. At the same time, demands for end-user applications to be mobile, provide cloud-based 

access, and be highly secure will spur significant investments and innovations in network 

infrastructure in both the datacenter and the enterprise. However, the final impact and ultimate 

trajectory of these trends will be determined by the success of the next generation of network 

solutions and the incremental network intelligence they are able to impart on IT rollouts.  

In that context, DDI (DNS, DHCP, and IP address management [IPAM]) is a critical networking 

technology for every IT organization. DNS servers deliver the association between host names and 

IP addresses that connect users to applications and websites. DHCP provides a dynamic IP address 

assignment for nodes logging on to the network. IPAM supports these technologies by allowing 

efficient tracking and management of the IP addresses in a network. As networks evolve, DDI 

solutions can no longer limit themselves to delivering protocol services. In addition, DDI solutions 

cannot ignore the broader need to improve security, gain actionable network insights, and work tightly 

within technology ecosystems.  

Because enterprise networks are critical to business applications and processes, IT departments feel 

the pressure to better monitor and optimize the performance of the network services that provide  

end-to-end visibility of business transaction performance as well as the capability to detect 

dependencies and anomalies proactively before end users are impacted. 
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Benefits 

Business success now relies on a network's ability to support changing requirements, whether from 

digital transformation, cloud adoption, security threats, or the drive for commercial synergies. IDC 

believes IT decision makers must understand how a next-generation DDI solution allows 

uncompromised network capability by:  

 Encompassing new, integrated services 

 Preventing network attacks 

 Optimizing application performance  

 Securing data from malware 

 Providing deep insight into network availability and issues 

Next-generation DDI not only enhances the day-to-day functioning of the business by improving 

network availability but also promotes security and faster rollout of new network services. Ultimately, 

the goal is to ensure an enterprise is equipped to deliver benefits that are aligned with business 

objectives and the best possible end-user experience. 

Trends 

 Industrywide trends such as digital transformation (DX), SDN architecture, open source 

technologies, and emerging use cases such as IoT have increasingly placed pressure on 

enterprise networks to deliver services with the highest levels of threat perception, integrity, 

predictive analytics, and transparent visibility.  

 IoT is a major trend that is generating interest in DDI: IDC estimates that by 2020, there will be 

approximately 30 billion connected IoT devices worldwide. Most of these devices will be connected 

to enterprise networks, resulting in a flood of new requests for IP addresses. DDI solutions must be 

ready to meet the challenge. Moreover, the coming onslaught of new network endpoints 

necessitates the implementation of IPv6, which many organizations have been avoiding.  

 When selecting any network infrastructure solution, enterprises give heed to seamless 

interoperability with other elements of the infrastructure along with any channel and support 

partnerships that can simplify procurement and ongoing support services. To this end, technology 

and go-to-market partnerships with leading network infrastructure vendors are signals of strength 

for DDI vendors. 

Considering Infoblox 

A majority of Fortune 500 enterprises rely on Infoblox for DDI services. This unique perspective let 

Infoblox recognize the powerful dynamics in enterprise networks and how they drive a redefinition  

of core network services — extend beyond DHCP, DNS, and IPAM and embrace another level of 

must-have capabilities.  

This "new core" of network services should not just enable a network but also go beyond to ensure 

that response time, availability, and security are not compromised. To accomplish this, Infoblox 

enfolded four advanced capabilities around its enterprise-grade DDI to create an integrated suite of 

services to support the needs of modern networks (see Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1 

Infoblox Integrated Services Suite 

 

Source: Infoblox, 2018 

 

Infoblox Reporting & Analytics monitors network activities and alerts the administrator if issues arise. 

This enhances the availability of a network. Troubleshooting is facilitated and advanced warning is 

given if DDI-related problems, such as diminished DNS or DHCP capacity, are a risk. Administrators 

can see and investigate DNS and security issues and assess potential threats. Reporting & Analytics 

helps organizations meet audit requirements with preconfigured, customizable compliance reports — 

or quickly create their own. Furthermore, to keep their Infoblox Grid running, organizations can track 

and project the utilization of the Grid and easily forecast the need to scale up. 

Website and web applications are the "face" of most organizations. Poor availability or slow response 

time can cause financial damage or reputation damage, or both. DNS Traffic Control adds global 

server load balancing (GSLB) to improve both availability and response time. Traffic is seamlessly 

routed to servers that provide optimum performance. DNS health checks ensure that traffic is routed 

to a working web server should a web server fail. Its foundation in DNS and IPAM means additional 

load balancing hardware is avoided and specialized skills are not needed. 

Advanced DNS Protection defends against the widest range of DNS attacks. DNS-based attacks, 

such as DDoS, domain hijacking, and NXDOMAIN, have become too common. They can seriously 

harm an organization's reputation or bottom line. Advanced DNS Protection detects and mitigates 

DNS attacks from inside or outside the organization while keeping DNS service open to legitimate 

traffic. It automatically adapts to defend against new and evolving threats, ultimately ensuring the 

network from DNS-based attacks. 

Another perilous security threat that is arising comes from data exfiltration as perpetrated by 

malware, ransomware and botnets. Infoblox ActiveTrust protects DNS by detecting and mitigating 

these cyberthreats. ActiveTrust prevents data exfiltration and malware command-and-control (C&C) 

communications via DNS. It centrally aggregates curated threat intelligence, distributes validated 

threat data to the customer's security ecosystem for remediation, and enables rapid investigation to 

identify context and prioritize threats. 
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Challenges  

Digital transformation efforts entail a complex set of technical, process, and skill changes within the 

enterprise. Forward-leaning organizations are discovering that an intelligent DDI framework can play 

a significant role in the success of their IT and digital transformation initiatives. Traditionally, the 

majority of enterprises have viewed DDI as a basic building block technology that performs a function 

that is necessary but not particularly innovative. Although this point of view is becoming obsolete, 

much remains to be done to elevate the importance of DDI in a digital transformation initiative. It will 

be incumbent on Infoblox to ensure that its customers and prospects, and the market at large, are 

educated about the potential for extended services modules to move enterprises beyond plain DDI  

to true decision support and then to decision (and application) optimization. 

Conclusion  

The enterprise network is no longer thought of as a utility to support the business. In a digitally 

transforming world, the network, along with the secure connectivity it provides, is the lifeblood of the 

business. DevOps and other agile practices lead to greater convergence between infrastructure and 

applications to enable digitized business operations. Network availability and optimization become 

mission critical from the back office to the front end and must be able to accommodate new nodes 

quickly and without disruption.  

As network operating environments are expected to become even more critical to overall business 

operations, there is tremendous opportunity for Infoblox to help organizations rethink DDI and 

advanced network services to help mitigate risk and manage costs more effectively and confidently. 

IDC believes that to the extent that Infoblox can address the challenges described in this paper, the 

company's extended DDI portfolio is well positioned for success. 
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